Minimally invasive medical procedures have become increasingly common in today's healthcare practice. Images taken during such procedures largely show tissues of human organs, such as the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract. These surfaces usually have a glossy appearance showing specular highlights. For many visual analysis algorithms, these distinct and bright visual features can become a significant source of error. In this article, we propose two methods to address this problem: (a) a segmentation method based on nonlinear filtering and colour image thresholding and (b) an efficient inpainting method. The inpainting algorithm eliminates the negative effect of specular highlights on other image analysis algorithms and also gives a visually pleasing result. The methods compare favourably to the existing approaches reported for endoscopic imaging. Furthermore, in contrast to the existing approaches, the proposed segmentation method is applicable to the widely used sequential RGB image acquisition systems.
Introduction
Due to reduced patient recovery time and mortality rate, minimally invasive medical procedures have become increasingly common in today's healthcare practice. Consequently, technological research related to this class of medical procedures is becoming more widespread. Since many minimally invasive procedures are guided through optical imaging systems, it is a commonly investigated question, what kind of sensible information may be automatically extracted from these image data and how this information may be used to improve guidance systems or procedure analysis and documentation. Research topics in this context are, among others, robot-assisted guidance and surgery [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , automated documentation [8] [9] [10] or registration of the optically acquired images or videos to image data obtained from preprocedure X-ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and other medical image acquisition techniques [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
A key technological advancement that has contributed to the success of minimally invasive procedures is video endoscopy. Endoscopy is the most commonly used method for image-guided minimally invasive procedures, for example, colonoscopy, bronchoscopy, laparoscopy, rhinoscopy.
An endoscope is a flexible tube fitted with a camera and an illumination unit at the tip. Depending on the type of procedure the tube is inserted into the human body through either a natural orifice or a small incision. During the procedure, the performing physician can observe the endoscopic video data in real-time on a monitor.
Images and videos from minimally invasive medical procedures largely show tissues of human organs, such as the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract. These surfaces usually have a glossy appearance showing specular highlights due to specular reflection of the light sources. Figure 1 shows example images extracted from different domains with typical specular highlights. These image features can negatively affect the perceived image quality [16] . Furthermore, for many visual analysis algorithms, these distinct and bright visual features can become a significant source of error. Since the largest image gradients can usually be found at the edges of specular highlights, they may interfere with all gradient-based computer vision and image analysis algorithms. Similarly, they may also affect texture based approaches. On the contrary, specular highlights hold important information about the surface orientation, if the relative locations of the camera and the illumination unit are known. Detecting specular highlights may 2 EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing therefore improve the performance of 3D reconstruction algorithms.
Our area of research is the analysis of endoscopic video data, in particular from colonoscopy procedures. Colonoscopy is a video endoscopy of the large intestine and the currently preferred method for colorectal cancer screening. Common topics in colonoscopic imaging research are, among others, the detection of polyps and colorectal cancer [17] [18] [19] [20] , temporal segmentation and summarisation of colonoscopy procedures [21] [22] [23] , image classification [24] [25] [26] , image quality enhancement [27] and automated procedure quality assessment [28, 29] .
Segmentation of specular highlights may be beneficial in many of these topics. An example is the automatic detection of colorectal polyps. Colorectal polyps can develop into cancer if they are not detected and removed. Figure 1(c) shows an example of a typical colonic polyp. Texture is one of the important characteristics that are used in their detection. The specular highlights on the polyp can affect texture features obtained from the polyp surface and may therefore impede robust detection. A negative effect of specular highlights was also reported by Oh et al. [26] , in the context of the detection of indistinct frames in colonoscopic videos. The term indistinct refers to blurry images that occur when the camera is too close to the intestinal mucosa or is covered by liquids.
In this paper, we propose: (a) a method for segmentation of specular highlights based on nonlinear filtering and colour image thresholding and (b) an efficient inpainting method that alters the specular regions in a way that eliminates the negative effect on most algorithms and also gives a visually pleasing result. We also present an application of these methods in improvement of colour channel misalignment artefacts removal.
For many applications, the segmentation will be sufficient, since the determined specular areas can simply be omitted in further computations. For others, it might be necessary or more efficient to inpaint the highlights. For example the colour misalignment artefacts as shown in Figure 1 (b) is a major hindrance in many processing algorithms, for example, automated polyp detection. In order to remove these artefacts the endoscope camera motion needs to be estimated. Feature point detection and matching are two pivotal steps in most camera motion estimation algorithm. Due to the invariance of positions in different colour channels of the images similar to the one shown in Figure 1 (b), the specular highlights creates a major problem for any feature matching algorithm and consequently for the camera motion estimation algorithm.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 takes a look at related work in segmentation of specular highlights, before the proposed approach is explained in detail in Section 3. The evaluation of the segmentation method is presented in Section 4. The proposed inpainting approach is described in Section 5 along with a brief look at the literature on the topic. In Section 6 we show how removal of specular highlights facilitates better performance of other processing algorithms with the example of colour channel misalignment artefacts. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives an outlook on future work.
Related Specular Highlights Segmentation Methods
There exist a number of approaches to segment specular highlights in images, usually either by detecting grey scale intensity jumps [30, 31] or sudden colour changes [32, 33] in an image. This can be seen as detecting the instances, when the image properties violate the assumption of diffuse reflection. The problem is also closely related to the detection of defects in still images or videos, which has been studied extensively (for an overview, see [34] ). The segmentation and inpainting of specular highlights was found to be beneficial in the context of indistinct frame detection in colonoscopic videos [26] . Furthermore, Cao et al. [35] , detected specular highlights to facilitate the segmentation process in their algorithm for better detection of medical instruments in endoscopic images. However, this approach inherently detects only specular highlights of a specific size.
The algorithm presented in [26] detects specular highlights of all sizes and incorporates the idea of detecting absolutely bright regions in a first step and relatively bright regions in a second step. This idea fits the problem well, as most of the specular highlights appear saturated white or contain at least one saturated colour channel, while some, usually relatively small reflections are not as bright and appear as light grey or coloured spots. Figure 2 illustrates those different types of specular highlights.
In their approach, Oh et al. [26] , first converted the image to the HSV colour space (Hue, Saturation, Value). To obtain the absolutely bright regions, they used two thresholds, T v and T s , on value (v) and saturation (s), respectively, and classified a pixel at location x as absolutely bright, if it satisfied the following conditions:
After this step, the image was segmented into regions of similar colour and texture using the image segmentation algorithm presented in [36] , which involves colour quantisation and region growing and merging at multiple scales. Within those regions, relatively bright pixels were found using (1) with the same saturation threshold T s and a value threshold T * v (k) = Q3(k) + 1.5 · IQR(k), computed for each region k using the 75th percentile Q3(k) and the interquartile range IQR(k) of the values in that region. The union of the set of the absolutely bright pixels as computed in the first step and the set of the relatively bright pixels as obtained through the second step are considered as the set of the specular highlight pixels.
A disadvantage of this method is the high computational cost of the segmentation algorithm. Another issue is the choice of the colour space. Many endoscopy units nowadays use sequential RGB image acquisition. In this technique, the colour image is composed of three monochromatic images taken at different time instances under subsequent red, green and blue illumination. While this allows for an increase in image resolution, it has the disadvantage that fast camera motion leads to misalignment of the colour channels ( Figure 1(b) ). Consequently, specular highlights can appear either white or highly saturated red, green or blue. The fact that the method presented in [26] only detects specular highlights by thresholding the value and saturation channels, makes it less applicable to sequential RGB systems. In Section 4 we evaluate the proposed method against the one proposed by Oh et al. which we implemented as described in [26] .
Proposed Specular Highlights Segmentation Method
The proposed segmentation approach comprises two separate modules that make use of two related but different characteristics of specular highlights.
Module 1.
The first module uses colour balance adaptive thresholds to determine the parts of specular highlights that show a too high intensity to be part of the nonspecular image content. It assumes that the colour range of the nonspecular image content is well within the dynamic range of the image sensor. The automatic exposure correction of endoscope systems is generally reliable in this respect, so the image very rarely shows significant over-or underexposure.
In order to maintain compatibility with sequential RGB imaging systems, we need to detect specular highlights even if they only occur in one colour channel. While this suggests 3 independent thresholds for each of the 3 colour channels, we set one fixed grey scale threshold and compute the colour channel thresholds using available image information. More specifically, the colour channels may have intensity offsets due to colour balancing. At the same time the actual intensity of the specular highlights can be above the point of saturation of all three colour channels. Therefore, we normalise the green and blue colour channels, c G and c B , according to the ratios of the 95th percentiles of their intensities to the 95th percentile of the grey scale intensity for every image, which we computed as c E = 0.2989 · c R + 0.5870·c G + 0.1140·c B , with c R being the red colour channel. Using such high percentiles compensates for colour balance issues only if they show in the very high intensity range, which results in a more robust detection for varying lighting and colour balance. The reason why we use the grey scale intensity as a reference instead of the dominating red channel is the fact that intense reddish colours are very common in colonoscopic videos and therefore a red intensity close to saturation occurs not only in connection with specular highlights. We compute the colour balance ratios as follows:
with P 95 (·) being the 95th percentile. Using these ratios, any given pixel x 0 is marked as a possible specular highlight when the following condition is met: 
Module 2.
The second module compares every given pixel to a smoothed nonspecular surface colour at the pixel position, which is estimated from local image statistics. This module is aimed at detecting the less intense parts of the specular highlights in the image. Looking at a given pixel, the underlying nonspecular surface colour could be estimated as a colour representative of an area surrounding the pixel, if it was known that this area does not contain specular highlights or at least which pixels in the area lie on specular highlights. Although we do not know this exactly, we can obtain a good estimate using global image thresholding and an outlier resilient estimation of the representative colour. Once this representative colour is computed, we determine the class of the current pixel from its dissimilarity to this colour. The algorithm is initialised by an image thresholding step similar to the one in the first module: Using a slightly lower threshold T abs the information we need. The actual computation of the representative colour is performed by a modified median filter. Similar nonlinear filters have been successfully used in defect detection in images and video (see, e.g., [37, 38] ), which is a closely related problem. The median filter was chosen for its robustness in the presence of outliers and its edge preserving character, both of which make it an ideal choice for this task.
We incorporate the information about the location of possible specular highlights into the median filter by filling each detected specular region with the centroid of the colours of the pixels in an area within a fixed distance range from the contour of the region. We isolate this area of interest by exclusive disjunction of the masks obtained from two different dilation operations on the mask of possible specular highlight locations. For the dilation we use disk shaped structuring elements with radii of 2 pixels and 4 pixels, respectively. The same concept of filling of the specular highlights is also used in the proposed image inpainting method, which is described in Section 5.
We then perform median filtering on this modified image. Filling possible specular highlights with a representative colour of their surrounding effectively prevents the filtered image to appear too bright in regions where specular highlights cover a large area. Smaller specular highlights are effectively removed by the median filter when using a relatively large window size w. Figure 3 shows an example of the output of the median filter.
Following this, specular highlights are found as positive colour outliers by comparing the pixel values in the input and the median filtered image. For this comparison, several distance measures and ratios are possible. Examples of such measures are the euclidean distance in RGB space or the infinity norm of the differences. During evaluation we found that the maximal ratio of the three colour channel intensities in the original image and the median filtered image produces optimal results. For each pixel location x, this intensity ratio max is computed as
with c *
, and c * B (x) being the intensities of the red, green and blue colour channel in the median filtered image, respectively. Here again, varying colour balance and contrast can lead to large variations of this characteristic for different images. These variations are compensated using a contrast coefficient τ i , which is calculated for each of the 3 colour channels for every given image as
with c i being the sample mean of all pixel intensities in colour channel i and s(c i ) being the sample standard deviation. Using these coefficients, we modify (4) to obtain the contrast compensated intensity ratio max as follows:
Using a threshold T rel 2 for this relative measure, the pixel at location x is then classified as a specular highlight pixel, if
At this point the outputs of the first and second module are joined by logical disjunction of the resulting masks. The two modules complement each other well: The first module uses a global threshold and can therefore only detect the very prominent and bright specular highlights. The less prominent ones are detected by the second module by looking at relative features compared to the underlying surface colour. With a higher dynamic range of the image sensor, the second module alone would lead to good results. However, since the sensor saturates easily, the relative prominence of specular highlights becomes less intense the brighter a given area of an image is. It is these situations in which the first module still allows detection.
3.3.
Postprocessing. During initial tests we noticed that some bright regions in the image are mistaken for specular highlights by the algorithm presented so far. In particular, the mucosal surface in the close vicinity of the camera can appear saturated without showing specular reflection and may therefore be picked up by the detection algorithm. To address this problem, we made use of the property, that the image area surrounding the contour of specular highlights generally shows strong image gradients. Therefore, we compute the mean of the gradient magnitude in a stripelike area within a fixed distance to the contours of the detected specular regions. Using this information, only those specular regions are retained, whose corresponding contour areas meet the condition
with |grad(E n )| being the grey scale gradient magnitude of the nth out of N pixels of the contour area corresponding to a given possible specular region. N min is a constant allowing to restrict the computation to larger specular regions, as the problem of nonspecular saturation occurs mainly in large uniform areas. The gradient is approximated by vertical and horizontal differences of directly neighbouring pixels. Figure 4 illustrates the idea. Using this approach, bright, nonspecular regions such as the large one on the right in Figure 4 (a), can be identified as false detections.
In the presence of strong noise it can happen that single isolated pixels are classified as specular highlights. These are at this stage removed by morphological erosion. The final touch to the algorithm is a slightly stronger dilation of the resulting binary mask, which extends the specular regions more than it would be necessary to compensate for the erosion. This step is motivated by the fact that the transition from specular to nonspecular areas is not a step function but spread due to blur induced by factors such as motion or residues on the camera lens. The mask is therefore slightly extended to better cover the spread out regions. 
Evaluation of the Segmentation Method
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm a large ground truth dataset was created by manually labelling a set of 100 images from 20 different colonoscopy videos. Since negative effects of specular highlights on image analysis algorithms are mostly due to the strong gradients along their contours, the gradient magnitudes were computed using a Sobel operator and overlayed on the images. This allowed the manual labelling to be very precise on the contours. Great care was taken in including the contours fully in the marked specular regions. In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the state of the art, we implemented the approach proposed by Oh et al. as described in [26] , which was also proposed for detection of specular highlights in endoscopic images. Both methods were assessed by their performance to classify the pixels of a given image into either specular highlight pixels or other pixels.
Using the aforementioned data set, we evaluated both methods using a cross-validation scheme where in each iteration the images of one video were used as the test set and the rest of the images were used as the training set. For each iteration we optimised the parameters of both the method in [26] and the proposed one using the training set and tested their performance on the test set. At any point no information about the test image was used in the optimizing process of the parameters. We chose two different cost scenarios to measure optimal performance: scenario A assigned equal costs (unit per misclassified pixel) to missed specular highlights and falsely detected specular highlights; scenario B assigned twice the cost to missed specular highlights (2 units per missed specular highlight pixel).
The results are reported in Tables 1 and 2 with the resulting cost and the commonly used measures accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity [39] , for the two cost scenarios, averaged over the 20 cross-validation iterations. We report two different variants of the method in [26] . One is the original method as it was reported in [26] . The second method is equivalent to the first, followed by a dilation similar to one in the postprocessing step of the proposed method. This was considered appropriate and necessary for a better comparison of the two methods, because in our understanding of the extent of specular highlights, any image gradient increase due to the contours of the specular highlights is to be included during labelling, while the definition in [26] was motivated by a purely visual assessment. The overall improvement resulting from this modification, as it can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 , supports this interpretation.
It can be seen that the proposed method outperforms the one presented in [26] substantially with a cost reduction of 28.16% and 31.03% for cost scenario A and B, respectively. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm was able to process 2.34 frames per second on average on a 2.66 GHz Intel Core2Quad system-a speed improvement of a factor of 23.8 over the approach presented in [26] , which is heavily constrained by its image segmentation algorithm. It took 10.18 seconds on average to process an image. The results are visually depicted in Figure 6 .
While the parameters were optimised for each iteration of the cross-validation scheme, they varied only marginally. For images with similar dimensions (in the vicinity of 528 × 448) to the ones used in this study, we recommend to use the following parameters for cost scenario A (cost scenario B): 
Inpainting of Specular Highlights
Image inpainting is the process of restoring missing data in still images and usually refers to interpolation of the missing pixels using information of the surrounding neighbourhood. An overview over the commonly used techniques can be found in [40] or, for video data, in [34] .
For most applications in automated analysis of endoscopic videos, inpainting will not be necessary. The information about specular highlights will be used directly (in algorithms exploiting this knowledge), or the specular regions will simply be excluded from further processing. However, a study by Vogt et al. [16] , suggests that well-inpainted endoscopic images are preferred by physicians over images showing specular highlights. Algorithms with the intention of visual enhancement may therefore benefit from a visually pleasing inpainting strategy, as well as algorithms working in the frequency domain. Vogt et al. also [16] proposed an inpainting method based on temporal information and can be only used for a sequence of frames in a video and not for isolated individual images. An inpainting method was reported by Cao et al. in [35] . The authors replaced the pixels inside a sliding rectangular window by the average intensity of the window outline, once the window covered a specular highlight. The approach can not be used universally, as it is matched to the specular highlight segmentation algorithm presented in the same paper.
In [26] , along with their specular highlight segmentation algorithm, the authors also reported an image inpainting algorithm, where they replaced each detected specular highlight by the average intensity on its contour. A problem with this approach is that the resulting hard transition between the inpainted regions and their surroundings may again lead to strong gradients.
In order to prevent these artefacts, in the proposed algorithm, the inpainting is performed on two levels. We first use the filling technique presented in Section 3, where we modify the image by replacing all detected specular highlights by the centroid colour of the pixels within a certain distance range of the outline (see above for details).
Additionally, we filter this modified image using a Gaussian kernel (σ = 8), which results in a strongly smoothed image c sm free of specular highlights, which is similar to the median filtered image in the segmentation algorithm.
For the second level, the binary mask marking the specular regions in the image is converted to a smooth weighting mask. The smoothing is performed by adding a nonlinear decay to the contours of the specular regions. The weights b of the pixels surrounding the specular highlights in the weighting mask are computed depending on their euclidean distance d to the contour of the specular highlight region:
which can be interpreted as a logistic decay function in a window from l min to l max , mapped to a distance range from 0 to d max . The constant c can be used to introduce a skew on the decay function. In the examples in this paper, we use the parameters l min = −5, l max = 5, d max = 19 and c = 0.7.
The resulting integer valued weighting mask m(x) (see, e.g., Figure 5 (e)) is used to blend between the original image c(x) and the smoothed filled image c sm (x). The smoothing of the mask results in a gradual transition between c(x) and c sm (x). Figure 5 illustrates the approach by showing the relevant images and masks. Figure 7 : Examples illustrating the performance of the inpainting algorithm. Original images are shown in the first column. The second column contains images which were inpainted using the proposed method and the third column shows the results of the method presented in [26] . The segmentation of specular highlights prior to inpainting was performed using the proposed segmentation algorithm. The inpainted image c inp is computed for all pixel locations x using the following equation:
with m(x) ∈ [0, 1] for all pixel locations x. Figure 7 shows a number of images before and after inpainting and a comparison to inpainting method reported in [26] . It can be seen that the proposed inpainting method produces only minor artefacts for small specular highlights. Very large specular regions, however, appear strongly blurred. This is an obvious consequence from the Gaussian smoothing. For more visually pleasing results for large specular areas, it would be necessary to use additional features of the surroundings, such as texture or visible contours. However, such large specular regions are rare in clear colonoscopic images and errors arising from them can therefore usually be neglected. The performance of the combination of the presented segmentation and inpainting algorithms can be seen in an example video which is available online in the following website: http://www.scss.tcd.ie/Anarta.Ghosh/WEB PAGE SPECU PAPER/.
Specular Highlights and Colour Channel Misalignment Artefacts
Sequential RGB image acquisition systems are very commonly used in endoscopy. In these systems the images corresponding to the red (R), the green (G) and the blue (B) colour channels are acquired at different time instances and merged to form the resulting video frame. However, an inherent technological shortcoming of such systems is: whenever the speed of the camera is high enough such that it moves significantly in the time interval between the acquisition instances of the images corresponding to two colour channels, they get misaligned in the resulting video frame, compare, Figure 1(b) . This channel misalignment gives the images an unnatural, highly colourful, and stroboscopic appearance, which degrades the overall video quality of the minimally invasive procedures. Moreover, in endoscopic images, the colour is an invariant characteristic for a given status of the organ [41] . Malignant tumors are usually inflated and inflamed. This inflammation is usually reddish and more severe in colour than the surrounding tissues. Benign tumors exhibit less intense colours. Hence the colour is one of the important features used both in clinical and automated detection of lesions [42] . Consequently, removal of these artefacts is of high importance both from the clinical and the technical perspectives. We developed an algorithm to remove these colour channel misalignment artefacts as follows. Let c B , c R , c G be the three colour channels of a given endoscopy video frame. The developed algorithm to remove the colour misalignment artefacts comprises the following key steps.
(i) Compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence, d KL , between the intensity histograms of the colour channels, denoted as:
h ci is the intensity histogram corresponding to colour channel i. Choose the colour channels i and j, for which the d KL is minimum.
(ii) Compute the homography (H cicj ) between the chosen colour channels i and j, through feature matching. Assume linearity of motion and compute the homography between consecutive colour channels, H cicj , i, j ∈ {R, G, B}.
(iii) Align all the colour channels by using the inverse homography, H −1 cicj , i, j ∈ {R, G, B}.
We tested the algorithm with 50 colonoscopy video frames before (Dataset 1) and after (Dataset 2) removing specular highlights. The measures used to evaluate the algorithm are as follows: (a) percentage of images where colour channels were successfully realigned (SR), (b) percentage of images where colour channels were not successfully realigned but they were not distorted either (USRND), (c) percentage of images where colour channels were not successfully realigned moreover they were also distorted (USRD). Successful realignment and distortion of the images were evaluated using visual inspection. The results of the evaluation are shown in Table 3 and visualized in Figure 8 . We see a substantial improvement when specular highlights are removed.
Discussion
In this paper, we have presented methods for segmenting and inpainting specular highlights. We have argued that specular highlights can negatively affect the perceived image quality. Furthermore, they may be a significant source of error, especially for algorithms that make use of the gradient information in an image. The proposed segmentation approach showed a promising performance in the detailed evaluation.
It performed favourably to the approach presented in [26] and avoids any initial image segmentation, thus resulting in significantly shorter computation time (a reduction by a factor of 23.8 for our implementation). Furthermore, in contrast to other approaches, the proposed segmentation method is applicable to the widely used sequential RGB image acquisition systems. In the sequential RGB endoscope, a very common problem is the colour channel misalignment artefacts. We developed a simple algorithm to remove these artefacts and tested it using colonoscopy video frames before and after removing specular highlight. A substantial improvement in the performance was observed when specular highlights are removed. The performance of the proposed inpainting approach was demonstrated on a set of images and compared to the inpainting method proposed in [26] .
When using inpainting in practice, it is important to keep the users informed that specular highlights are being suppressed and to allow for disablement of this enhancement. For example, while inpainting of specular highlights may help in detecting polyps (both for human observers and algorithms) it could make their categorisation more difficult, as it alters the pit-pattern of the polyp in the vicinity of the specular highlight. Also, as it can be seen in the second row of Figure 7 , inpainting can have a blurring effect on medical instruments. Explicit detection of medical instruments may allow to prevent these artefacts and will be considered in future studies.
Future work will also include a clinical study into whether endoscopists prefer inpainted endoscopic videos over standard ones. We will further investigate to what degree other image analysis algorithms for endoscopic videos benefit from using the proposed methods as preprocessing steps.
